Activity Sheets:
Try it yourself: What is a map?

Maps are a drawing of an area which is drawn in plan. A plan is a view from above,
drawn as if you were looking down from an aeroplane. Maps can give us much more
understanding of a landscape as we can see much further and we can see where
landmarks, buildings and features are in relation to each other.
This activity will help you to understand how a map is drawn by comparing two different
viewpoints: A bird’s eye view and a worm’s eye view.

Drawing bird’s and worm’s eye views:
Have a go at drawing your desk from a worm’s eye view and a bird’s eye view. Use the
record sheets provided for your drawing.
How to draw your desk
from a worm’s eye view:
If you were to go outside and draw what
you see from ground level, you could just
stand up and draw. However, to draw your
desk from ground level, you’ll need to
crouch down until your eye is level with the
surface of your desk. Then you can draw
what you can see.
How to draw your desk
from a bird’s eye view:
In order to do this, you will have to get
yourself into a position where you can
look down on your desk. You might be tall
enough to do this simply by standing up.
If not, then you could stand on a chair.
Remember to ask your teacher or an adult
who is in charge for permission first!

Definitions:
•

Worm’s eye view: when worms
poke their head up from the
ground, they see everything from
ground level. Saying that you will
draw something from a worm’s eye
view means that you draw what
you see from the ground.

•

Bird’s eye view: Birds fly high in the
sky and can see whole landscapes
spread out below them. We get
the same effect when we fly in
an aeroplane. When you draw
something from a bird’s eye view,
it means that you imagine you are
flying high above it and that you
are looking down on it.
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Name:		

Date:

Worm’s eye view of my desk...
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Name:		

Date:

Bird’s eye view of my desk...
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Try it yourself: What is a map?

Finding your way:
Now that you are able to draw a bird’s eye view of an area, you can try drawing a larger
map. Think of a route that you take often and that you know well. This might be from home
to school or from home to a relative’s or friend’s house. Imagine someone has asked you
the way and you are drawing them a map of the route you have chosen to help them.
Put in as much information as you can, to help them find their way, for example, street
names, houses, shops and other landmarks. Once you have finished, use a modern map to
find the route which you drew without looking at your drawing.
•
•

Was it easy to find the route?
Did you find out anything new about your route?

Now, find someone to swap maps with. Ask your partner to locate their start point on the
modern map for you. Can you trace the journey they have drawn on the modern map?
•
•
•

How easy was their map to use and find your way?
Were there an landmarks which appeared on the modern map which weren’t on the
drawn map?
Why do you think this was?
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Name:		

Date:

Drawing of my route...
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